Learning English. expressions with head and feet (and legs and brain and mind). Anita Lee from Hong Kong writes: When you describe
someone as having his head in the stars and his feet on the ground, what does this mean? I've checked many dictionaries and still can't
find this phrase. Roger Woodham replies: more questions. We have a large number of idiomatic expressions in English which refer to
various parts of the body. I'm not sure that I have come across the expression to have or go around with your head in the stars before,
but we do have the expression to have or go around This transitional period also includes moving from one level of school to another â€”
from elementary school to middle school and from middle school to high school. For some students, these transitions occur with ease.
Yet, for others, these time periods present unfamiliar challenges.Â AMLE talks with author Shauna King about Transitions with the Brain
in Mind. As educators, we know that students' developing brains and changing bodies strongly influence their behaviors and reactions.
What can we do to support students during the transition from elementary school to middle school? This article discusses several
strategies middle level teachers can use to help students thrive during this time. Positive Perspectives. Brain research confirms that
physical activity - moving, stretching, walking - can actually enhance the learning process. Do you want to read the rest of this article?
Request full-text. Citations (322). References (8).Â Brain-based learning accommodates the learning style of individual students. It is
learning with the brain in mind (Jensen, 2005). In his text, Teaching with the Brain in Mind, Eric Jensen (2005) explains that " brain
learning is a reality check " (p. Gender is an area of brain differentiation that is of high interest. Although for many years it was not
acceptable to talk of brain-or biologically-based gender differences, recently researchers have been exploring our brain-based gender
differences (Jensen, 2005).

